Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Authorship Attribution (AA) is a very active area of research dealing with the identification of persons who wrote specific texts \[[@CR12], [@CR20]\]. Typically, there is a list of suspects and a number of texts of known authorship by each suspect and the task is to assign texts of disputed authorship to one of the suspects. The basic forms of AA are closed-set attribution (where the list of suspects necessarily includes the true author), open-set attribution (where the true author could be excluded from the list of suspects), and author verification (where there is only one candidate author). The main applications of this technology are in digital forensics, cyber-security, digital humanities, and social media analytics \[[@CR8], [@CR15]\].

In real life scenarios the known and the unknown texts may not share the same properties. The topic of the texts may differ but also the genre (e.g., essay, email, chat). Cross-domain AA examines those cases where the texts of known authorship (training set) differ with respect to the texts of unknown authorship (test set) in topic (cross-topic AA) or in genre (cross-genre AA) \[[@CR19], [@CR22]\]. The main challenge here is to avoid the use of information related to topic or genre of documents and focus only on stylistic properties of texts related to the personal style of authors.

Recently, the use of pre-trained language models (e.g., BERT, ELMo, ULMFiT, GPT-2) has been demonstrated to obtain significant gains in several text classification tasks including sentiment analysis, emotion classification, and topic classification \[[@CR2], [@CR7], [@CR13], [@CR14]\]. However, it is not yet clear whether they can be equally useful for style-based text categorization tasks. Especially, in cross-topic AA, information about the topic of texts can be misleading.

An approach based on neural network language models achieved top performance in recent shared tasks on authorship verification and authorship clustering (i.e., grouping documents by authorship) \[[@CR16], [@CR23]\]. This method is based on a character-level recurrent (RNN) neural network language model and a multi-headed classifier (MHC) \[[@CR1]\]. So far, this model has not been tested in closed-set attribution which is the most popular scenario in relevant literature. In this paper, we adopt this approach for the task of closed-set AA and more specifically the challenging cases of cross-topic and cross-genre AA.

We examine the use of pre-trained language models (e.g., BERT, ELMo, ULMFiT, GPT-2) in AA and the potentials of MHC. We also demonstrate that in cross-domain AA conditions, the effect of an appropriate normalization corpus is crucial.

Previous Work {#Sec2}
=============

The vast majority of previous work in AA focus on the closed-set attribution scenario. The main issues is to define appropriate stylometric measures to quantify the personal style of authors and the use of effective classification methods \[[@CR12], [@CR20]\].

A relatively small number of previous studies examine the case of cross-topic AA. In early approaches, features like function words or part-of-speech n-grams have been suggested as less likely to correlate with topic of documents \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. However, one main finding of several studies is that low-level features, like character n-grams, can be quite effective in this challenging task \[[@CR19], [@CR21]\]. Typed character n-grams provide a means for focusing on specific aspects of texts \[[@CR17]\]. Interestingly, character n-grams associated with word affixes and punctuation marks seem to be the most useful ones in cross-topic AA. Another interesting idea is to apply structural correspondence learning using punctuation-based character n-gram as pivot features \[[@CR18]\]. Recently, a text distortion method has been proposed as a pre-processing step to mask topic-related information in documents while keeping the text structure (i.e., use of function words and punctuation marks) intact \[[@CR22]\].

There have been attempts to use language modeling for AA including traditional n-gram based models as well as neural network-based models \[[@CR1], [@CR4], [@CR5]\]. The latter is closely related to representation learning approaches that use deep learning methods to generate distributed text representations \[[@CR3], [@CR9]\]. In all these cases, the language models are extracted from the texts of known authorship. As a result, they heavily depend on the size of the training set per candidate author.

The Proposed Method {#Sec3}
===================

An AA task can be expressed as a tuple (*A*, *K*, *U*) where *A* is the set of candidate authors (suspects), *K* is the set of known authorship documents (for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a \in A$$\end{document}$. In cross-topic AA, the topic of documents in *U* is distinct with respect to the topics found in *K*, while in cross-genre AA, the genre of documents in *U* is distinct with respect to the genres found in *K*.

Bagnall introduced an AA method[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} \[[@CR1]\] and obtained top positions in shared tasks in authorship verification and authorship clustering \[[@CR16], [@CR23]\]. The main idea is that a character-level RNN is produced using all available texts by the candidate authors while a separate output is built for each author (MHC). Thus, the recurrent layer models the language as a whole while each output of MHC focuses on the texts of a particular candidate author. To reduce the vocabulary size, a simple pre-processing step is performed (i.e., uppercase letters are transformed to lowercase plus a symbol, punctuation marks and digits are replaced by specific symbols) \[[@CR1]\].Fig. 1.The proposed model consists of two parts, the language model (LM) and the multi-headed classifier (MHC). The DEMUX layer in MHC part functions as a demultiplexer, its state is defined by the selector. During training phase the selector is defined by the author of the input text and during calculation of normalization vector or test phase the input of DEMUX is connected to all its outputs.

The model, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, consists of two parts, LM and MHC. LM consists of a tokenization layer and the pre-trained language model. MHC comprises a demultiplexer which helps to select the desirable classifier and a set of \|*A*\| classifiers, where \|*A*\| is the number of candidate authors. Each classifier has *N* inputs, where *N* is the dimensionality of the LM's representation, and *V* outputs, where *V* is the size of the vocabulary. The vocabulary is created using the most frequent tokens. The output of LM is a representation of each token in text. If the token exists in vocabulary its representation propagates to MHC, otherwise is ignored (despite the fact that the representation is not further useful, the calculations that took place in LM to produce the representation are mandatory to update the hidden states of the pre-trained language model). If the sequence of input tokens is modified, the representation is also affected.

The function of LM remains the same during training, calculation of normalization vector *n* and test phase. The MHC layer during training propagates the LM's representations only to the classifier of the author *a* which is the author of the given text. Then the cross-entropy error is back-propagated to train MHC. During the test phase (as well as the calculation of normalization vector *n* explained below) the LM's representation is propagated to all classifiers.
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                \begin{document}$$K_a$$\end{document}$. The lower cross-entropy is, the more likely for author *a* to write document *d*. However, the scores obtained for different candidate authors are not directly comparable due to different bias at each head of MHC. To handle this problem, a normalization vector *n* is used which is equal to zero-centered relative entropies produced by using an unlabeled normalization corpus *C* \[[@CR1]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathop {\text {arg min}}\limits _{a} \left( H(d,K_a) - n\right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In this paper, we extended Bagnall's model in order to accept tokens as input and we propose the use of a pre-trained language model to replace RNN in the aforementioned AA method. The RNN proposed by Bagnall \[[@CR1]\] is trained using a small set of documents (*K* for closed-set AA). In contrast, pre-trained language models have been trained using millions of documents in the same language. Moreover, RNN is a character-level model while the pre-trained models used in this study are token-level approaches. More, specifically, the following models are considered:*Universal Language Model Fine-Tuning* (ULMFiT): It provides a contextual token representation obtained from a general domain corpus of millions of unlabeled documents \[[@CR7]\]. It adopts left-to-right and right-to left language modeling in separate networks and follows auto-encoder objectives.*Embeddings from Language Models* (ELMo): It extracts context-sensitive features using a left-to-right and a right-to-left language modeling \[[@CR13]\]. Then, the representation of each token is a linear combination of the representation of each layer.*Generative Pretrained Transformer 2* (GPT-2): It is based on a multi-layer unidirectional *Transformer* decoder \[[@CR24]\]. It applies a multi-headed self-attention operation over the input tokens followed by position-wise feed-forward layers \[[@CR14]\].*Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer* (BERT): It is based on a bidirectional *Transformer* architecture that can better exploit contextual information \[[@CR2]\]. It masks a percentage of randomly-selected tokens which the language model is trained to predict.

Experiments {#Sec4}
===========

Corpus {#Sec5}
------

We use the CMCC corpus introduced in \[[@CR6]\] and also used in previous cross-domain AA works \[[@CR19], [@CR22]\]. CMCC is a controlled corpus in terms of genre, topic and demographics of subjects. It includes samples by 21 undergraduate students as candidates authors (*A*), covering six genres (blog, email, essay, chat, discussion, and interview) and six topics (catholic church, gay marriage, privacy rights, legalization of marijuana, war in Iraq, gender discrimination) in English. To ensure that the same specific aspect of the topic is followed, a short question was given to subjects (e.g., Do you think the Catholic Church needs to change its ways to adapt to life in the 21th Century?). In two genres (discussion and interview) the samples were audio recordings and they have been transcribed into text as accurately as possible maintaining information about pauses, laughs etc. For each subject, there is exactly one sample for each combination of genre and topic. More details about the construction of this corpus are provided in \[[@CR6]\].

Experimental Setup {#Sec6}
------------------

In this study, our focus is on cross-topic and cross-genre AA. In cross-topic, we assume that the topic of training texts (*K*) is different from the topic of test texts (*U*) while all texts (both *K* and *U*) belong in the same genre. Similar to \[[@CR22]\] and \[[@CR19]\], we perform leave-one-topic-out cross-validation where all texts on a specific topic (within a certain genre) are included in the test corpus and all remaining texts on the remaining topics (in that genre) are included in the training corpus. This is repeated six times so that all available topics to serve exactly once as the test topic. Mean classification accuracy over all topics is reported.

Similar to cross-topic, in cross-genre we perform leave-one-genre-out cross-validation as in \[[@CR22]\], where all texts on a specific genre (within a certain topic) are included in the test corpus and all remaining texts on the remaining genres (in that topic) are included in the training corpus. The number of available genres is also six like topics, and though we repeat the leave-one-genre-out cross-validation six times and report the mean classification accuracy. In both scenarios, cross-topic and cross-genre, the candidates authors set A consists of 21 undergraduate students as mentioned in Sect. [4.1](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}.

All the examined models use a MHC on top of a language modeling method. First, we study the original Bagnall's approach where a character-level RNN is trained over *K*. Then, each one of the pre-trained language models described in previous section. In our experiments, all of the pre-trained LMs was fine-tuned for the specific AA task with MHC as classifier without further training the language model , since our goal is to explore the potential of pre-trained models obtained from general domain corpora.

In MHC, each author corresponds to a separate classifier with *N* inputs and *M* outputs, where *N* is the dimensionality of text representation, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, and *M* is equal to vocabulary size *V*. During training, each classification layer is trained only with the documents of the corresponding author. The vocabulary is defined as the most frequent tokens in the corpus. These are less likely to be affected by topic shifts and the reduced input size increases the efficiency of our approach. The selected values of *V* are 100, 500, 1*k*, 2*k* and 5*k*. Each model used its own tokenization stage except from ELMo (where ULMFiT's tokenization was used). Note that RNN is a character-level model while all pre-trained models are token-based.Table 1.Dimensionality of representation (*N*) for each language model in this study.ModelRNNBERTELMoGPT-2ULMFiT*N*1497681024768400

Since RNN is trained from scratch for a corpus of small size, it is considerably affected by initialization. As a result, there is significant variance when it is applied several times to the same corpus. To compensate this, we report average performance results for 10 repetitions. Regarding the training phase of each method, we use 100 epochs for RNN and examine four cases for the pre-trained models: the minimal training of 1 epoch and the cases of 5, 10 and 20 epochs of training.

Results on Cross-Topic AA {#Sec7}
-------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents the leave-one-topic-out cross-validation accuracy results for each one of the six available genres as well as the average performance over all genres for each method. Two cases are examined: one using the (unlabeled) training texts as normalization corpus ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C = U$$\end{document}$). The former means that *C* includes documents with distinct topics with respect to the document of unknown authorship while the latter ensures that there is perfect thematic similarity. As can be seen, the use of a suitable normalization corpus is crucial to enhance the performance of the examined methods.Table 2.Accuracy results (%) on Cross-Topic AA. The reported performance of baseline models is taken from the corresponding publications.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As concerns individual pre-trained language models, BERT and ELMo are better able to surpass the RNN baseline while ULMFiT and GPT-2 are not that competitive. In addition, BERT and ELMo methods need small number of training epochs while ULMFiT and GPT-2 improve with increased number of epochs.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} also shows the corresponding results from previous studies on cross-topic AA using exactly the same experimental setup. These baselines are based on character 3-grams features and a SVM classifier (C3G-SVM) \[[@CR19]\], a compression-based method (PPM5) \[[@CR22]\], and a method using text distortion to mask thematic information (DV-MA) \[[@CR22]\]. As can be seen, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the mean classification accuracy with respect to vocabulary size on cross-topic AA. Each sub-figure correspond to different LM. The type of the line indicates the normalization corpus, dashed line indicates the use of training texts ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C = U$$\end{document}$), as noted in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} in both cases the texts are unlabeled. The shape of each point correspond to epochs of training, 1, 5, 10 and 20 for circle, triangle, square and x-mark respectively.

From the aspect of vocabulary size, in contradiction to the state of the art \[[@CR22]\], where the best results achieved for vocabularies that consisted of less than 1*k* words (most frequent), in our set up the most appropriate value seems to be above 2*k*. Despite the gap between 2*k* and 5*k* words in vocabulary size BERT and ELMo have minor difference in accuracy indicating that above 2*k* words the affect of vocabulary size is minor. GPT-2 continues to increment the accuracy and ULMFiT started to decrement for values above 1*k* words, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Experiments with values over 5*k* were prohibitive due to runtime of training, with 5*k* words the runtime was approximately 4 days for each model running on GPU.

From the aspect of training epochs, BERT and ELMo achieved their best performance in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C = U$$\end{document}$ case their performance is slightly affected by the number of training epochs. This behavior raises the question of over-fitting. As mentioned in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} the selection criterion Eq. [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}, is based on the cross-entropy of each text. MHC is trained on predicting the text flow and thus the cross-entropy decreases after each epoch of training. Having in mind the cross-entropy, if we have a second look on Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the case of over-fitting is rejected since the behavior of accuracy in relevance with the number of training epochs (indicated by the shape of point) do not have the characteristics of over-fitting (increment of training epochs decrements the accuracy).Table 3.Accuracy results (%) on cross-genre AA for vocabulary size 2*k* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. 2.Accuracy results for vocabulary sizes (*V*) 100, 500, 1*k*, 2*k* and 5*k* for each pre-trained model. Colored symbols blue circle, red triangle, yellow square and green x-mark correspond to 1, 5, 10 and 20 training epochs, respectively. The type of the line indicates the normalization corpus, a dashed line indicates the use of training texts ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results on Cross-Genre AA {#Sec8}
-------------------------

The experiments on cross-genre performed on the same set up as in cross-topic. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} presents the accuracy results on leave-one-genre-out cross-validation for each one of the six available topics and the average performance over all topics, similar to Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Based on the results of Sect. [4.3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} the most reasonable value of *V* in order to check the performance of each method is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$V = 2k$$\end{document}$ on Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.

BERT and ELMo achieved high results as expected from their performance on cross-topic, with ELMo achieving the highest accuracy result. Unexpectedly, ULMFiT which had the worst performance in cross-topic achieved the second best performance. GPT-2 performed lower than RNN baseline in both cases of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$C = K$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$C = U$$\end{document}$. Comparing Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} is noticeable that ELMo and BERT are more stable in performance than GPT-2 and ULMFiT. The main difference between the former and the latter is the directionality, the former two are bidirectional while the latter are unidirectional, we suspect that this is the main reason that affects the stability in performance.

Conclusions {#Sec9}
===========

In this paper, we explore the usefulness of pre-trained language models in cross-domain AA. Based on Bagnall's model \[[@CR1]\], originally proposed for authorship verification, we compare the performance when we use either the original character-level RNN trained from scratch in the small-size AA corpus or pre-trained token-based language models obtained from general-domain corpora. We demonstrate that BERT and ELMo pre-trained models achieve the best results while being the most stable approaches with respect to the results in both scenarios.

A crucial factor to enhance performance is the normalization corpus used in the MHC. In cross-domain AA, it is very important for the normalization corpus to have exactly the same properties with the documents of unknown authorship. In our experiments, using a controlled corpus, it is possible to ensure a perfect match in both genre and topic. In practice, this is not always feasible. A future work direction is to explore how one can build an appropriate normalization corpus for a given document of unknown authorship. Other interesting extensions of this work is to study the effect of extending fine-tuning to language model layers and focus on the different layers of the language modeling representation.

<https://github.com/pan-webis-de/caravel>.
